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To: HOUSING AND SOCIAL WORK SERVICES 
COMMITTEE 

From: HEAD OF HOUSING SERVICES 

Date: 17 DECEMBER 2008 Ref: MP/AD 

Subject: LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY 

1. Purpose of Report I Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to inform members of recent national changes to the 
development of Local Housing Strategies (LHS) and approve the proposed approach to 
developing a new LHS. 

2. Background 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

Members will be aware that the current North Lanarkshire LHS runs over the period 
2004-09. The LHS is a statutory requirement under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 
and new LHS arrangements are required from April 2009. The LHS is the primary 
strategic document and process directing the Council’s priorities, policies and actions 
for housing in North Lanarkshire. Various housing investment programmes flow from 
the strategic priorities and actions identified in the LHS. These include the Council’s 
housing capital programme, investment in new affordable housing, private sector 
housing investment as well as other funding streams delivering homelessness and 
housing support services. It is also important in building a strategic consensus among 
our wider stakeholders with regard to the key housing issues facing the area. 

The Scottish Government in partnership with COSLA issued new guidance on the 
development of LHS in June 2008. The main implications of the new guidance 
include the need to reflect the wider Single Outcome Agreement, an emphasis on 
strategic outcomes for housing and related support needs and the integration of other 
strategy requirements. The LHS will now be the sole strategic document on housing, 
homelessness and support issues. It also has to address the issue of housing supply 
targets. The Scottish Government is emphasising the ‘enhanced status’ of the LHS 
as part of these new arrangements. 

In addition to this an important change within the LHS guidance has been the 
alignment of the evidence base for the Local Housing Strategy with the new 
development plan process, the Strategic Development Plan. The new Scottish 
Government Housing Need and Demand Assessment Guidance (issued in March 
2008) emphasises joint working between local authorities in identifying housing need 
and demand. The Glasgow and Clyde Valley (GCV) Structure Plan Team is currently 
progressing work to facilitate a joint approach to housing need and demand 
assessment. North Lanarkshire Council Housing and Planning officials are members 
of the key groups involved in this work. Eight local authority areas contribute to the 
GCV arrangements. 
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2.4 In order to facilitate the integration of both these strategic planning processes the 
LHS submission requirement to the Scottish Government is now linked to the 
timetable for the new Strategic Development Plan. This means that the timescale for 
submission of a new full-scale North Lanarkshire LHS will be around March 201 1. 

3. Considerations 

3.1. 

3.2. 

3.3. 

3.4. 

3.5. 

Given that the current North Lanarkshire LHS runs up until 2009 it is proposed that an 
interim two year strategy is put in place that identifies key priorities to be progressed 
up to March 2011. Work to develop this interim strategy will run over the next 4-5 
months with the intention of seeking Council approval in May 2009 for this two year 
strategy. 

Given the requirements for a new approach to housing need and demand 
assessments a proposal has been put forward to employ a staff resource within the 
GCV team to project manage this process and inform both the LHS and Strategic 
Development Plan. This is a longer term project which would inform the full North 
Lanarkshire Housing Strategy to be put in place from 201 1. 

The cost of this staff resource is to be shared among the eight local authorities 
participating in the GCV structure. For each individual local authority it is estimated 
that the contribution would be f7,000 per annum for up to 3 years. The total cost is 
therefore estimated at f21,000 per authority over the three years. For North 
Lanarkshire this cost would be contained within current resource allocation. 

The benefits of this approach include: 

0 Cost savings for the Council through the sharing of this task with other authorities 
0 Ensuring compliance with statutory requirements articulated through the new LHS 

and associated guidance 
0 The sharing of expertise and knowledge of a complex issue between 

neighbouring authorities 
0 Greater consistency in the methodology and evidence base for a housing need 

assessment 

Overall members are also invited to consider the proposed process for developing 
the new LHS with an interim strategy in place in 2009 followed by a full strategy in 
201 1. 

4. Financial / Personnel / Legal / Policy Implications 

4.1 At this stage the only financial implication is a commitment to f21,OOO over 3 years to 
fund the staff post within the GCV Team. However this will be contained within the 
current HRA revenue budget for the Development Section. 
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5. Recommendations 

It is recommended that the Committee: 

(i) Notes the important changes to the LHS process implemented by the Scottish 
Government. 

(ii) Agrees the Council’s broad approach to the process of developing the new Local 
Housing Strategy - an interim strategy up to 201 1 with a full LHS in place from April 
201 1. 

(iii) Notes the resource contribution of f21,OOO over 3 years to fund a housing need and 
demand assessment project manager within the GCV Team. 

Monica Patterson 
Head of Housing Services 
21 November 2008 

For further information about this report please contact Tony Donohoe on telephone 01698 274 136 
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